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Deadlines approaching for Graduate fellowships
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For this reason, the number of Wil
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Psychedelic gimmicks highlighted in Harvard Square poster shop

By Robert Beens and Robert Basenske

The psychedelic lettering on the sig

This curious little shop known as the

As the "PSYCLOPS" is located on Wi

Member of the student government,

Within a moment, the ground floor of

In the inside, one gazes at the four

Ferris pointed out that the "PSYCLOPS" shop in the street primarily is a poster shop.

The owners started the store as a

The shop also deals in lampshades, bu

In addition to literature and posters of the psychedelic scene, the shop also provides incense, pipes, and related items under the rubric of Cosmic Happenings.

In short, the place provides a selection of posters, buttons, and general merchandise which could make one believe that one has stepped entirely off the earth and into a dream world.

A photographer will be in the Student Center today to take photographs of pictures beginning Monday. Any person who wishes his appointment may appear in the Student Center any time within two weeks of his expected visit. A student's personal appointment is to be $1.00 for use with his fee.

What can be found in "PSYCLOPS"? Posters range from modern advertising to other forms of art; buttons from self-righteous to suggestive. Take a look someday.